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This puzzlle should be printed
p
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It’s time to take a trip down
d
memorry lane! Todaay we’ll be leaarning many important daates in the graand
history off Microchusettts! Get your walking shoe
es on! (But caall Puzzle Cen
ntral before yyou go.)
Here’s a subway
s
map that
t
may help
p you navigate through thee area.

You start your journey at the north end of the Red line, where you pick up a street map for the city.
Take the Red line through downtown and towards the southwest terminus. When you get 2 stops past
the station where the line splits, get out and check out the exhibit on the ancient civilizations of Greece,
Egypt, and Rome!
Go back towards downtown on the Red line. Transfer to the Silver line. Go one stop and transfer to the
Orange line heading south. Go three stops and exit the station. A bus will be waiting for you there.
Take the bus southwards, almost to the end of the Orange line. Where the bus lets you off will be two
stops from the end of the Orange line. There’s a very cheap office suite right by this station.
Get back on the Orange line and head north. Go through 4 transfer points; get off at the 5th and walk to
the Green line platform, where you see an ad for printing your own Hallmark cards at home. Wow!
Stay on the Green line and take it to the north terminus. Get out and check out the surroundings; you
feel like nothing can hurt you here.
Now head into downtown, to where the Green and Red lines cross. Transfer to the Red line and go two
stops east to another transfer station. There’s a lovely park outside here; but be careful where you step.
I hope you’re not allergic to dogs!
I think we should be educating you about classical music as well, so take the Orange line south to the 7th
stop. Relax and enjoy the quintet playing.
To further your historical education, we’re now going to go visit a reference library. Take the Orange
line south and get out at the first stop after you cross the river.
Continue all the way to the south terminus of the Orange line. Get out and look around for a little while,
but be careful; the denizens of the low-income housing around the station don’t take kindly to
strangers.
Get back on the train and make your way to the Silver line transfer. Take the Silver line 3 stops west and
transfer to the Green line. Take the southern spur of the Green line all the way to the terminus. You
decide that this would be a good time to stop and send a postcard about your adventures so far, so head
on over to the post office by the station here.
Take the train downtown and transfer to the Red line. Take the red line south. Get off at the fourth
stop after you’ve crossed three rivers. No historic tour would be complete without the science fiction
exhibit you can find outside this station.
Continue on the Red line to the terminus. Be very quiet and don’t disturb the people taking an exam,
once you get out.

Head back into town on the Red line. Transfer to the Green line and head 2 stops north. Transfer to the
blue line and head to the western terminus. You may find yourself low on cash at this point (didn’t you
buy a day pass?), but conveniently there’s a whole bunch of banks by this station, so you should be able
to find an appropriate ATM.
Get back on the train and go 4 stops. This part of the tour will take a brief stop from history class and
will instead focus a little more on the things you learned in your industrial arts class!
Cross the river and transfer at the first transfer station you hit. Head south through two transfer
stations and get out where the line you’re on splits. You’re meeting an old old friend here; keep an eye
out for his yellow smiley face and glasses.
Head back towards downtown. Transfer to the Silver line at the first place you can, and go 4 stops east.
If you’re lost, you can ask for directions, but you’ll have to think very carefully about how you phrase
your query.
Continue on the Silver line. Get off at the first station across the river. Look, a playground for children!
Doesn’t that look fun?
Now when you get back on the train, head northeast. Ride to the end of the line, to the airport. The
flight museum there is number one!
Take the Silver line to the first transfer point you hit. Go one stop south from there. If the wine tasting
party is still going on, take as long as you want and have a few glasses; you deserve a break.
Go north one stop and transfer trains. Go west one stop and transfer trains. Take the line you’re on
now to its northern terminus and wave at the accountants!
Head south, and get off the train at the 3rd transfer point you reach. Take some time to type up your
report about this historical tour; we’re almost done and you don’t want to forget anything!
Continue on the line you were on for 2 more stops and transfer to the Red line. Take the Red line to its
current southeast terminus. Get out and visit the zoo here! Just be careful not to get too close to any of
the animals!
Get back on the Red line and go 5 stops north. Transfer to the Silver line and go three stops to a
terminus. I hear they’re filming some movies there, or at least working on the CG for them. You may
run into another friend of yours, who does video compositing, anyway.
Are you exhausted yet? So are we. Get on the train and go 4 stops. Transfer lines and go southwards 2
stops. Get out and enjoy the view. It’s been a long day!

